Federal Supervision Agency for Customer Protection and Human Welfare
Department of Federal Supervision Agency for Customer Protection and Human Welfare in the Ryazan Oblast

(name of the federal agency)

Hygiene Certificate
No 62.PЦ.03.000.M.000007.01.09 of 13.01.2009

The present hygiene certificate confirms that production (declared business activity, works, services) (specify the business activities (works, services), for production – type of production; name of object, actual address):
Fertilizer manufacturing plant

391103, Ryazan oblast, Klepikovskiy district, village Busayevo, LLC “Vereya” (Russian Federation)
 Applicant (name of the applying organization, legal address)
 LLC “Plant”. 142100, Moscow oblast, Podolsk, Fevralskaya street 59 (Russian Federation)

COMPLIES (DOES NOT COMPLY) with state sanitary and epidemiological rules and regulations (delete as appropriate, state full name of the sanitary rules)

SanPiN 2.2.1/2.1.1. 1200-03 “Sanitary protection zones and sanitary classification of enterprises, buildings and other objects”.
SanPiN 2.2.4.548-96 “Hygienic requirements to microclimate of manufacturing areas”.

Grounds for recognition of compliance (non-compliance) of manufacturing conditions (type of activity, works, services) with state sanitary and epidemiological rules and norms are (specify the considered documents):


The Certificate is valid till (SEAL) AC2750261

Chief State Medical Officer
Deputy Chief State Medical Officer

(ROUND SEAL)

Department of Federal Supervision Agency for Customer Protection and Human Welfare
Department of Federal Supervision Agency for Customer Protection and Human Welfare in the Ryazan Oblast PSRN 06620400876
(SIGNATURE)
S.V. Safonkin